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MACllNE FOR STAMPING CLAY DOOR KNOBB, ll!Tc.-Gcorge Lawton, Treu
tonJN. J.-The object of this invention is to construct a machine whereby 
door knobs and other articles of clay lllay be formed or stamped in the most 
simple and efficient manner I completing the door knob or other articles as 
far as the working in clay is concerUBU. The invention consists in Buch an 
arrangement of the machine that the stamping "process may b e  perfect; the 
upper die falling down trJree times with variable force 80 as to compldely 
finish the artIcle. The machine 1S also so arranged as to prepare tha holes 
in the knobs or other artIcles for the reception of the shanks of sa id knobsor 
other articles. 

WAGON-BRAKE LOCK.-Thomas TIrle, Springfield, Iowa.-Tllis inv£'ntion re
iates to an improvement in the construc�ion of locks for operating the brake 
on a wagon wheel. 

COR8ET.-James P. L\lve, New York City.-This invention consists in laying 
ea'Jh steel of a corset between two flaps which are left on the corset I and in 
then hookin/! the outer fiap to the body of the coraet so that the steel is 
firmly held in place. By simply unhooking the said 1iap the steel can be at 
once released from the corset. 

BUTTER WORKER.-S. R. Wade, Montgomery Center J Vt.--This invention 
has for its object to furnish an improved machine tor working butter, cheap, 
Simple in cOIlBtruction, durable, and not liable to get out of order, and which 
will do its worl{ quickly and thoroughly. 

TANNING ApPARATUS.-Abrl.lham steers, New York City.--This invention 
relates to an apparatus in which the hides or sirins are distended upon a cloth 
wlthin a wired frame of suitable metallic substance, whereon they are sub
jected to the action of rectprocating platens or faces of rammers, in such a 
manner that they are repeatedly com-pressed, the f:oIpent tanning liquor 
squeezed out, ,and fresh tanning liquor of the requisite strength admitted to 
their tissues, the process of tanning being thereby most materially accele� 
rated with a great saving of time and labor. 

HOISTING ApPARAT[Js.-Joseph A. Dayton, New London, Conn.-ThM in� 
vention hns for ite object to furnish an improved machine for use in store 
houses and in other places forboisting heavy weights with a comparatively 
small exertion of -power, and which shall be 8unple in construction , strong 

J and nnt liable to get out of order. 

ROTARY ENGINE.-Thomas Banta, Hoboken, N. J.-This invention ha3 for 
its object to furnish an improved rotary engine so constructed and arran,fl;ed 
as to ut!llze the expan8ipn of the steam and avoid the difficulties arising 
from the back pressure caused by the condensation of the steam upon the 
interior surface of the cylinder, and its subsequent expansion mto steam. 

GATE.-Gideon S. Granger and William Northrop, Wayland, N. Y.-This in� 
ventioll has for its object to furnish an improved gate aD constructed and ar
ranged as to require no hinges, and wInch may be raised up so as to al� 
low small stock, su� as slle.p and hogB to pass through, whlle it prevents 
the passage of cattle. horses, etc., and so as to prevent its being clogged by 
snow. 

J titntifit �tutritan. 
LOCOMOTIVE PILOT.-B. F. Partridge. Jr .. Columbus, Ky.-This invention 

relates to an improvement in the construction of a pilot tor a loc€lmotive 
engine, and consists of a series of inclinea rollers on the sides of a ;', edge� 
shaped frame, simllar in its general form to the pilot usually attached to the 
front of locomotives for the pur-pose of clearing the way of obstructions on 
the rallroad track. 

WHEAT DRILL.-D. S. Fisher, Cedar Spl'ing, Ind.-This invention relates to 
a dr!ll for drilling in wheat and other grain. It consists in the nse of a rotary 
shaft, provided with pins, in connection with a seed·distributing sUde, all 
arranged to elfect the desired end. 

MANUFACTURE OF CHEESE.-Sylvester Greene, Rome, N. Y.-Thisimpron?� 
ment relates to the means employed for expressing the whey from the curd, 
whereby the rich or buttery portion of the curd ii retained. It consists in 
placing in the box or vessol, in which the curd is produced as usual by tho 
application of rennet, a perforat.ed plate and a strainer, if necessary, the 
plate,and also the strainer, if one be used, resting upon the curd, and by their 
own gravity alone, or with additional 'weight if necc8sary, be made to exert a 
very gmdual pressure on the cur,l, so that the whey will pass up through the 
perforated plate. 

MACHINERY Fon CUTTING WOOD MOLDINGs.-George S. Hudson, Ellis� 
burg, N. Y.-Thisinvention relates to improvements in machInery for cutting 
waved and serpentine wood moldings. 

PLow.-D. S. Fisher, Cedar Spring, Ind.-This invention relates to a new 
and improved plow of that kInd designed to be attached or applied to a 
frame mounted on wheels, and to consist of one or mere plows. The inven� 
tion consists in a novel construction and arrangement of parts whereby the 
plow is placed nnder the complete control of the operator or driver. 

CUTTING SnEET LEAD.-S. E. Chubbuck, Roxbnry, Mass.-This invention 
relates to a new means for cutting sheet lead transversely during the rolling 
@r millingprocess,whcreby said work may bo done with the greatest facility. 

SLEEPING'()AR BED FO'R RAlLlIOADS.-J. Wyatt Reid, New York City.
This invention relates to a novel method of constrnctlng and arranging the 
beds in t\ �a!lro .. d sleeping car, and consists in forming the beds 01 canvas or 
other suitable material, attached to rods or chains in such a manner that 
they lIlaybe conveniently suspended for sleeping in, and taken down and 
packed away as maybe necessary. 

ADJUSTABLE SHOE SOLE AlID LIFT.-Charles B. Lovelalna, Ellzabethport, 
N. J.-This invention relates to improvements in the manufacture of shoes, 
boo.ts, etc., and consists in attaching an extra sole to a Single Bole by �eans 
of a metal plate fastened with screws, and also inserting a metal plate Ilft 
and tap secured to it in such a manner.tbat tlle metal plate lift lind tap on 
the heel oftbe shoe on the one foot may be shifted and adjusted to the shoe 
on the other foot in on order to equalize thewear on the sides. 

HORSE HAY RAKE,-18rael L. Bullock, Mercy, Ind.-This invention relates 
to a revolvi:J;U; horse hay rake, and it consists in a novel arrangement and 

applicaHon of the rake whereby it may be actuated or controlled by the feet 
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H. II., of Wk.-We are not responsible for the published 
opinions of our correspondents, and in the case you quote we differ with 
the writer if he means what he says in the portion of the sentence you 
quote; that H a boiler will make steam faster when the pressure is high 
than when it is low, with the same fire." Probably his meaning is to be 
seen, in the rt'mainder of the sentence 1 H so it is economical to carry a 
high pressur£-even if it is not necessary to do the work-and to work the 
steam expansively." It has been pretty well establhihed that it is economy 
tonse high presoore steam, but we not think the same fire w!ll generate 
more under a pressure of 100 lbs. than under one of 50 lbs. 

L. J. 0., of Mill1l., is troubled by the overflow or the creep· 
ing over of the oil in bis lamps, and wants a remedy. 'I'.ho smearing of the 
upper part of the lamp with a substance which is repulsive to oil migh 
be elfectual. Try the white of an egg or gum arabic. 

C. F. R. of Conn., sends us a sample of printing paper made 
from sedge or marine grass grown in Norwalk harbor. When cured the 
hay is sold tor $3 per tun. The paper is manufactured by Henry Betts, 
Norwalk, Ct. 

R V. M., of Conn.-You cannot make the best quality of 
sealing wax, if you omit the shellac. Scaling wax without shellac is brit 
11e. 

D. L. M., of N. J.-Spirit varnishes have often been used as 
substitutes for ordinary blacking for shoes, and answer admirably for one 
or two applications. Tile objection to the continual use of the varnish is 
that its resinous matter fills up the pores of the leather rendering it stu!" 
and rough. 

R S., of N. Y.-There is no standard recipe for making 
what is caHed Babbitt metal. The name simply indicates an alloy of cer· 
tain properties or uses without reference to its exact composition. An� 
timony generally enters into the composition, but i'O not essential. Zinc 
is nearer in properties to the Babbitt metal than any other simple metal. 

S. V. L., of Vt.--There are many exceptions to the law that 
alloys melt at a tempcl'ature below the mean meltlng pOints of its con� 
stituents. • . . . wrought iron may be melted, and cast into molds, but 
the operation is not practicable on account of tlie intense heat required. 
lfwe could easily produce the heat to melt wrought iron, what could we 
melt it in or keep it in? 

R G. G.,  ofN. Y.--Telegraph wires are now every where 
made of iron. A perfect coating of the iron with copper would no doubt 
be useful, but more for the purpose of protecting the iron from 'rust than 
for increaSing the conducting power. 

WIlIDOW SASl! F ASTElIER AlID LOCK.-Ezram Johnson, Joliet, !ll.-This in· of the driver, and with tlte greatest fac!llty. 

S. B., of Ill.-A blow pipe produces a greater in tensity of 
heat by reaB8n of its furnishing the air for more combustion within a given 
space and time. Whether a given amount of air should issue into a fur
nace from two or more tweers, would depend mainly upon the size oftbe 
furnace and the work to be done. Where the object is to bring the whole 
body ofiuel into equal and vigorous combustion the greater the division 
of blasts of air the better. Most blast furnaces may be improved by mul· 
tiplying the number of tweers. 

vention has for its object to furnish an improved window sash fastener anli 
lock so constructed and arranged that jt will hold the sash at any desired 
elevation; and which when the sash is closed will hold it securely locked. 

DRAFT EQUALIZER FOR HORSE PowER.-Arc:J.ibald Stewart, Troy, Wis.
This inventIOn has for its object to prevent breakages in the machinery of 
threshing and other machines driven by horse power, from the strain caused 
l,y the sudden starting or jerking of the horses. 

CLUTCII.-Albcrt HeLh and Gaylon Hall, Adam Center, N. Y.-This inven� 
Hon relates to a device, which is to be used for suspending bay forks from 
rafters, but which may also be used advantageously for other sim!!ar pur· 
poses. The invention consists in the use of a metal frame, from wbich a 
swivel hook is suspended, to which the fork or other article may be hung. 
Two pointed rods are secured to the top of the frame, one being attached to' 
a sliding brace, that is operated by a screw; these points can be brought 
against the opposite sidm of any rafter or beam, and thus the clutch IS held 
on the rafter and supports the fork by the swivel hook. 

SECURING THE TINES OF HAy FORKS OR RAKES.-J. P. W. Riley.-J\.:Ion� 
trose, Pa.-This invention relates to a new manner of securing the tines or 
prongs of hay OI manure forks, rakes, potato hooks and other similar 
articles, to the handle. This consists in making the tines or prongs out of 
two pieces, and scarfing the Bame together, within a mortise or slot in the 
handle, and driving keys or wedges behind them, so that they will be secure� 
ly fastened to the handle. Should one of the tines break it can be easily reo 
newed without thro'l'fing all away. 

IIHARROW.-D. S. Fisher, Cedar Spring, Ind.-This invention relates to a 
harrow of that class Wllich relate ami are commonly termed revolving 
harrows. The invention consists in a novel construction and arrangement 
of tIle parts composing the same whereby the harrows are allvwed to rise 
and fall, to conform to the inequaI:ties of surfaceover WhlCh they may pass, 
and also rendered capable when required, of bcing secured in a higher or 
lower fixed position, so that the teeth may penetrate more or less dceply 
into the earth. 

SPIlIDLE.-Joseph Smith, Loth, Belgium.-The object of til is invention is 
to rerrulate the tension oft h e thread as the same winds on the bobbins, spools 
or tubes in machines for spinning, doubling and spOOling WOOl, cotton and 
other fibrous materials wbereby a softer thread is obtained tlmn on the 
spinning machines constructed in England under the name of cap frames. 

ApPARATUS FOR TEMPERING !TEEL SrRINGs.-Ira N. llevans, Litchfield, 
Conn ........ This invention relates to an apparatus which steel springs are tem� 
pered by drawing theIr. through a vessel containing melted lead. In Of· 
dinary apparatus of this kind, the spring on leaving this vessel, is wound on 
a drum which receives a positive revolving motion by gear wheels or belts, 
and as the spring winds on the drum, it is drawn through the melted lead. 
By this operation 1he operation of tAmpering the sprmgs is not uniform, be· 
because tile diameter of the drum increases and the spring is drawn through 
the lead quicker and quicker so that it becomes too soft at the beginning 
and remains too hard at the end of the operation. 

STUMP EXTRACTOR.-lsaac Pardee, Vineland. N.J., and R. C. Parvin, llorw 
est Grove, N. J.-This invention relates to a machine for extracting stumps, 
elevating stone, and lifting or raising other heavy bodies. It consists of two 

ack bars fitted in a socket provided with pawls, and placed loosely npon a 
suitable framing, the rack bars having a lever attached to their lower ends, 
and all so arranged that a very simpJc, economical , and effiCient device for 
the purpose specHied is obtained. 

FAUCET.-Alexander Brinckmttnil, New York City.-This invention con
sistsin applying a spring to the spigot of a faucet, and also in applying stops 
thereto, whereby the faucet, when opened to draw Hquid from a cask or ves
sel, w11l be immediately closed to stop the ftow when the hand is withdrawn 
from the handle of the spigot, and the faucet be allowed,!o close entIrely to 
stop any flow of liquid, or, when the faucet is applied tJ water pipcs, be al
lowed to remain a trifle open to admit of tt small stream of water fiowtag to 
prevent the freezing thereof during the winter season. 

CUTTING BOLTS AND flIVETS.-Walter Britton, Abingdon, Ill.-This inven· 
tion relates to a device for cuttIng; bolts and rivets, and consists in a peculiar 
construction oeparts, whereby a �{ery Simple, portable, and efficient device is 

obtained for the purpose. 

MACHINE FOR SPLITTING WooD.-Leonard TIlton, Brooklyn, N. Y.-This 
invention relates to a machine for splitting wood for fire-kindling purposes, 
and it consists of two reCiprocating V·shaped knives or cutters , and a 8wing� 
ing holder, arranged in certain relation with a hopper and operator, whereby 
wood may be split into small or thin square pieces very expeditiously, and 
with but a moderate expenditure of power. 

SURFACING OR LEVELING RAILRQAD 'l'RACKS-S. L. Porter, Rochelle, Ill. 
-TIlis invention relates to a new and improved (levice for the purpose of 
surfacing or leveling the tracks of railroads. 

RAILROAD CAR SEAT.-Jesse S. Wheat, South WheeMng, West Va .-This 
invf'ntion relates to an improvement in railroad car seats, and consists in 
certain devices lor reversing and holding the back of a seat in dillereat posi· 
tions of elevation or inclination to adapt it 10r the support and comfort of 
the person occupying the seat, instead of being confined to' one pOSition, as 
revefslb Ie seats are 01 erdlnary construotion. 

DEVICE FOR TRANSMITTING 11oTION.-Leon.ard Tilten, Brooklyn, N, Y.

This invention. relates to a mechanical device for transmitting a reciprocat� 
ing motion from a rotary shaft, and it consists in the employment or use of a 
belt shipper in connection with a c.m, on idle and working pulleys, and 
gearing. 

MAClIIlIE FOR CUTTING SLATE.-J. W. Durgin, Bangor, Maine.-This in· 
v{lntlon relates to a machine for cutting Blate for rOOfing purposes, and it 
conBists of a knife attached to a Fuitable bed�piece, and of such a shape as to 
cut the slate in the form requIred, the knife being attached to the bed.piece 
by pivots, and operated through the medium of a lever or treadle. 

CWtJI:ES,WASlIIlIG MACIill!E.-Robert Rooke, Empire CltY,Oregon.-This 
invention consists in a series of pounders arranged in connection with a ro� 
tating perforated tub which is placed within a fixed or stationary tub, the 
pounders and rotating tub being operated from one and the same driving 
sh&ft .. and all so arranged that the cl9thes may be cleansed very expedi. 
tiously and in a perfect manner. 

UORlI PLAlITER.-D. S. :F!sher, Cedar �pring,Ind.-l'his invention relates 
10 a machine for planting corn and other seed in hiURor drills, and it con· 
sists of a novel seed�distributing device and a covering mechanism to ac� 
compl161! the desired end. 

DE7ICE FOR HOLDING CLAPBOARDS.-WiUiam H. Cummings and Isaiah 
Babcock. Boonsboro, Iowa.�The nature Of this invention consists in a new 
and useful clampin.e: device for gaging and holding weather·boards or siding 
when -put on a building for the purpose of securing them on each other 
evenly and expeditiously. 

.BALE TIE.-Henry Lampson, London, England.-This invention consists in 
so arranging two metal loops or rings, which are similar in form to the 
"sliding loops " of leather used with leather straps, that by means of these 
loops or rings the ends Of the metal bands are firmly held and clamped. 

. 

METHOD OF CHILLIlIG OIL.-John E. Richardson, New York City.-This 
invention relates to a new manner of ch!lling all kinds of olls so that they 
may be kept in a 1iuid state after having undergone this process. It is adapt· 
ed luore particularly to the production of paraffine from petroleum or other 
hydro·carbon liquid., but may also be nsed witli the same effect in the treat· 
mant of lard from animal oils. 

VEIIICLE.-John S. Campbell, Newton, N. Y.-This invention consists in 
making the body @f a carriage or sleigh, and aiso the carriage wheels or 
sleigh runners of hard rubber in such a manner as to produce a durable and 
elegant carriage or sleigh with comparatively little trouble or expense. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHURIC AND OTfiER ACI Ds.-John Hughes, 
Brooklyn, N. Y.-This invention relates to an apparatus for conc entrating 
sulphuric acid to any desired degree; and which may also be used fer any 
otter kind of acid. 

E. R, of Wis.-The earth has the form of an oblate spheroid, 
ofwllich the equatorial diameter is about twenty six miles longer than 
the polar. The bulging out toward the equator is Igenerally conceded to 
be due to the centrifugal force oftbe earth's revolution. Thewater jn the 
equatorial ocean is about thirteen miles higher than in the polar ocean. 
The ocean current moving from the north pole southwardly is running up 
11!ll (up hill being defined away from the center orthe eartll) and if the 
current travels to the equator, it has run up thirteen miles. A river run· 
ning south in the northern hemisphere has a tendent:'y to wear on its wes� 
tern bank. 

J. W. L., of N. Y.-The force given out by condensed air on 
expansion is precisely equal to the force which was used in the compres
sion, provided that none 01' the heat of compression bas: been lost. The 
form of vessels used or the rate or manner of compression or expansion, do 
not afi'ect the question one way or the other. 

A. Y., of Vt.-We are not acquainted with a late work on 
"Natural Philosophy by Prof. Comstock" and therefore cannot give an 
opinion on the centrifugal pump to which you allude. 

P. P. C. C., of En g.-The specimen of dry lubricant which 
we have received appears to be a very useful article. 

G. S. W .. ofPa.-Sends a diagram representing a train of 
gearing. The first member of the train is a worm or screw acting on a. 

wheel of a hundred teeth. One hundred turIlS of the worm revolves the 
wheel once. The axis of this wheel1s a worm'acting on a second wheel also 
of a hundred teeth. The axis ofthesecond wheel is likewise a worm acting 
on a third wheel of a hundred teeth. Suppose tbe worm No.1 revolves 
100 times in a minute what is the rate of revolution of wheel No.3? 

W. W. & CO., of Texas.-If you think it would pay to manu
facture ice in Texas at an expense ofaa.y 3 cents a pound for materials, the 
requisite information may probably be obtained by writing to M. F08ell!, 
manufacture of Glacier Roulante, at the Great Exhibition, Paris. 

W. B., of IlL, disputes with a friend concerning the philoso
phy of the Siphon, and we are appointed umpire. II Does the siphon 
work on the sameprinciple a�the common suction pum-p?" Yes. In the 
pump the lifting of the piston or sucker produces or tends to produce a 
vacuum, and the pressure ot tbe atmosphere forces the water up the baf'rel 
to prevent or fill the vacuum. In the .iphon it is the greater weight of 
water in the longleg, which tends to produce the vacuum, and the pressure 
of tile air which forces the water up tbe short leg to fill it. The force 
which raises the water in both cases is the same-the weight or pressure of 
the air. As the pressure of the air per square inch is only equal to the 
pressure of a column of air 34 feet hi,2;h and Isquarejnch in section, neither 
the pum-p nor the Siphon can raise water higher than 34 fect. 

F. R, of N. Y.-Y 011 ought to have no difficulty in using 
tinsmith's solder in soldering the connections of the zinc plates of your 
battery. Use with it the common Moldering ftuid, a solution of chloride of 
zinc. 

G. W. V., of Miss.-To restore the softness and pliancy of 
leather which has become hard by having beon wet, apply neat', foot 011 
and rub it in. The luster of morocco is restored by a varnishing with the 
white of an egg. 

E. D. E., of-- -inquires whether the top of a wagon 
wheel moves faster tban the bottom whlle attached to an axletree and run· 
ning on a road. Certainly it does. On page 251, current volume ,April 
20, this question was answered in a reply to T. M. S. Jr, of Ga. You can 
prove it by plaCing a straight·edge upright at the .ide of a wneel across the 
center, and IIk�rk on the rim, where the straight edge touches top and bot. 
tom, and then draw the wagon forward far enough to turn the whe e 
slightly. You will find the mark at the top of the wheel has traveled much 
further from the strai�ht edge , than that at the bottom. 

D. A. McK., of Pa.-W e think you can break Up! your casting 
by drHllng a few holes of three· quarters or one inch diameter from six to 

ten inches deep, fi!l!ng them nearly to the tOl' w:th water and then insert· 
ing carefully fitted steel plugs to rest on the top of tile water. A blow 
from a heavy drop will probably do the business. In your case the mass 
of iron is three feet square; perhaps inch holes, drilled ten inches dee-p, 
andlllled to within two inches of the top would be effective. The steel 
plug should be abollt foUl' inches long and fit as ne arlv water tight as pos. 
.ible. 

The charge far insertion under this head is ro cenIB a line. 

Manufacturers of clock work to run light machinery send 
address to A. S. Griswold, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Makers of Brass Lamp Tops address A. Packham, Prestons
ville, Carroll county, Kv, 

Wanted-Manufacturers of Agricultural Implements of all 
H. H. R, of Iowa.-Your proposed chimney 48 feet high by kinds. Se-; advertisem(llit and addreRs A. P. Smitll, Sterling, Ill. 

30inches diameter w!ll snrely give you draft enough to burn saw dust. W anted-The address of Mr. Snow, patentee of Match Safe, 
J. Me. C., of Wis., is much annoyed by leakage of valves of 

his engine. The valves are brass and the seats iron. The leakage is caused 
by the unequal expansion of iron and brass. The valves should be replaced 
by iron valves. Brass valves are now j!;enerally discarded. 

G. B. N., of Texas, asks how he can consume the smoke from 
hiE boiler furnace made by burnIng- pine shavings. Construct behind your 
fire box a combustion chamber through Which the smoke must pass and 
feed it with atmospheriC air through apertures the sizes ot whiCh may be 
contrOlled by dampers. 

© 1867 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC, 

dated April 19, 1864. Add'ress J. Maclaren, Scranton, Pa. 
Manuf acturers or dealers in machinery for the manufacture 

of tubs, buckets and firkins, please send their address to D. S. McDannel, 
Kachusa, Lee county, Ill. 

Small Emery Balls Wanted.-Address Box 258, Troy, N. Y. 
Jos. Lees, 417 East 10th street, New York City, alleges that 

he has valuable improvements in manufacturing gas from coal, and he 
wishes to engage with some company where his services m a y b e  apppreci· 
ated 
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In1l,roved Electrical Macpine. 

The apparatus repreeented in the engraving is a novel de
vice for generating frictional or static electricity_ It is of 
simple and cheap construction, and is far more powerful than 
the ordinary machine_ It is without doubt the most import
ant addition to the apparatus for generating and illustrating 
static electricity which has been made since Franklin's time. 

In appearance it resembles the ordinary pIa to machine. In 
fact the most prominent part is a glass disk which is mounted 
and revolved in the usual manner. But the plate is thinner 
�the thinner the better-and as it is desirable to revolve it 
very rapidly, a multiplying wheel is connected with the plate 
Btl that one turn of the crank shall give four or more revolu 
tions of the plate. 

The machine has no rubbers; it produces 
torrents of frictional electricity, but the elec
tricity is not generated by friction; there is 
no friction about the macbine except at the 
3xle b3arings. The plate revolves in free air, 
and nothing should touch it. In the place of 
rubbers arc what are called inductors, which 
are strips of paper three or fonr inches long 
and about one inch wide. They are support
ed and insulated on pieces of glass which (in 
the figure) are of spear-head form. The in
ductor is. made complete by pasting on to 
the paper pointed pieces of card board which 
project. beyond the glass spear heads an inch 
or two. The spear heads are attached to the 
framework of the machine so that they shall 
be parallel and as near as possible to the plate 
on its crank side. In the figure, four induc
tOI'S are represented, each having two card 
points all turned in the same direction. 

Opposite the inductors, at the front of the 
plate, are the comb points which serve to col 
lect the electri�ity and convey it to the con 
ductors fm use. Each inductor is furnished 
with its set of po>nts. The combs are at
tached to brass rods terminated at their other 
ends by brass balls. The rods are fastened to 
the framework of the machine and are insu
lated from it. The balls at the ends of the 
rqds may be connected to each other in any 
desired order by means of bent wires. 

The machine is put in action by slightly 
electrify ing any one of the inductors by 
means of an excited rod of hard rubber, glass 
tube, or otherwise, and turning the crank. 
Its power progrBSsively increases for about a 
minute, and until it reaches the maximum, 
when it furnishes a steady supply of electrici
ty as long as the disk is revolved. The 
amount of electricity which a disk of only 
two feet in diameter will yield is almost in-
credible to one who has not witnessed it. It 
rushes between the terminal balls or poles when arranged as 
in the figure, as a perfect but steady torrent of purplish blue 
fire, or by a slightly different adjustment, in balls of dazzling 
lightning, each discharge being accompanied by a report like 
It torpedo. 

Now for the explanation of the action of the machine. 
There are three elements which are chiefly to be considered
the inductor. the plate, and the comb points. What are their 
relations towards each other? If a pointed wire be brought 
opposite an electrified body, as, for example, a prime conduc
tor, we say that the electricity is discharged on the point, or 
that the electricity is attracted by the point. Or we may say 
the + electricity of the prime conductor attracts the - of the 
wire and repels its +, and a stream of - flows out of the wire 
at its point, while the + flows to the opposite direction. Now 
suppose a sheet of glasfl be interposed between the point and 
the conductor. The attraction of the + oLthe conductor for 
the - of the wire, is by no means lessened; the - is accu
mulated towards the point, and by reason of its higher ten
sion flows out on to the glass. But the glass is impervious to 
the electricity, and it remains on its surface; the glass be
comes electrified. 

Now, in the Holtz machine we have the electrified body in 
the inductor, the wire point opposite, and the glass plate in
terpose. Suppose inductor No. 1 electrified +, this + at
tracts - out of the comb points on to the interposed plate. 
The plate moving on, the part electrified - comes opposit\l 
card points of inductor No.2. Here - of the plate draws 
out of the card points + on to the glass, and inductor No. 

2 becomes charged -, while the glass is - on the further 
side and + on the near side. Inductor No.2 being charged 
- draws + out of comb points No.2, and neutralizes the -
drawn from comb points No.1. Card points No.3 discharge 
- on the piate, and inductor No.3 becomes +, and like No. 
1 draws - out of its corresponding comb point. 

mit of the action of the c!\rd points. The new machine was 

invented in 1865, and it was briefly noticed in German publi_ 
cations in the fall of that year. The first complete description 
was published in Poggendorff'8 Annalen, in March, 1866 The 
inventor, W. Holtz, is a distinguished physicist, and resides 
in Berlin. Prussia. 

The machine from which our drawing was made is an ele
gant specimen of workmanship and was constructed by 
Messrs. C. T.& J. N. Chester, of New York City. The baee is 
wood and the framework hard rubber. 

.. _ .. 

WPat is the Matter. 

Notwithstanding the great number of patents issued week
ly the back work of the office is not being brought up a's it 

THE HOLTZ ELECTRICAL :bIACHINE. 

should be. The Commissioner has authority to appoint a suf
ficient number of Examiners to do the work of the office, 
why does he not do it? Inventors who applied for patents 
several months ago ask the question. Who can answer it? 

---------�� ... �-------

IMPROVED STITCHING CLAMP. 

The object of this invention is to obviate the objections 
made tv the ordinary sewing clamp, that the jaws are ob
structed by springs and straps, so that articles requiring 
depth of space, as .dash boards, boot legs, etc., cannot be con
veniently held; that the strap is liable to be broken in en
deavoring to close the jaws, and that it is injurious to the 

It will be seen that the alternate inductors are oppositely 
electrified, and that their corresponding comb points, give out 
or receive accordingly. By varying the manner of connecting 
the balls at the extremities of the comb points a considerable 
variety of changes in the relation of the quantity and inten
sity may be obtained. These variations are somewhat similar 
to those which are secured by varying the order of connect
ing the elements of the ga1\Vanic battery. The adjustment 
in the figure is that for greatest intensity. By connecting 
one of the poles with the ground the other may be used as a 
prime conductor for charging Leyden jars, etc. It is found 
advisable, in order to secure more perfect insulation, to var
ni�h the plate and the inductors with shellac vartiish. 

foot and leg of the operator. By the improvement represent
ed in the engraving, articles one foot or more in depth can be 
inserted in the clamp; no spring is used, the tension of 
which must be overcome every time the jaws are closed; it 
has no ratchet teeth to tear the clothing, and it is self-retain
ing in all positions. 

In the original Holtz machine the inductors were arranged 
on a disk of glaSS in which holes or windoows were cut toper-

The horse, A, is of the usual style, having one firmly fixed 
jaw, B, ann one movable one, C, hing<y..l to B, just under the 
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seat. The lower end of C, is' hinged to the treadle or lever, 
D, both ends of wpich project beyond the sides of the frame 
of the horse. To the under side of D, about in the center of 
the frame, the auxiliary lever, E, is hinged, and it is secured 
to the rocking bar, F, which turns on pivots in two of the 
legs, or it may be hinged to a permanent bar or brace. This 
arrangement of the treadles forms a powerful. toggle joint. 

It will be seen that a slight pressure of either foot on the 
projecting portion of E, or the projecting end of D, on the 
opposite side of the horse, will open the jaws, while pressure 
on the other end of D will close them. The lever, E, may be 
made adjustable, to fit thicknesses of work which vary greatly, 
by having it slide through the mortise in the bar, F, and se
curing-it by a pin passing through the bar and lever, By a 

slight alteration in the position of the levers 
they may be attached to a foot block, sup
porting upright clamps for closing shoes, 
used by women and children sitting on a 
stool or chair. This machine is so simple 
that it may be made by any one capable of 
handling wood tools, as there is no iron 
work about it but three or four common 
butt hinges. For stitching buckle straps 
and other articles requiring frequent re
moval, this clamp is well adapted, as the 
jaws can be worked very rapidly. 

Patented through the :Scientific American 
Patent Agency Oct. 23, 1866, by William W 
'Caylor, whom address for rights, etc., 274 
Broad street, Newark, N. J. 

'j'he Cholera. 

From a recent report by Dr. Harris of the 
New York Board of Health we learn that 
about four weeks ago cholera reappeared in 
London and in Paris, but it is reported not 
to have spread to any extent. In the town 
of Elberfield, near the Rhine, and about 
eighty miles southeast ward from R:Jtterdam, 
the eFidemie appeared and has spread to 
some extent. That town is in a region that 
sends many emigrants to New York by way 
of Rotterdam and Liverpool. 

These facts can be understood by our peo
ple without awakening anxiety or fear, for 
t. to be forewarned is to be forearmed," and 
although there may be numerous caaesof 
(oholera imported from the South and else
where, and though there may be repeated 
outbreaks in the lower regions of the Miss
issippi, the means of sanitary protection are 
definite, ample, and easily applied. But 
wherever, in places that are ready for the 
kindling of the epidemic, the true means of 
sanitary protection are not applied, the pes

tilence may y et make deadly ravages. The 
watchword of the Metropolitan Board of Health, "timely, 
active and preventive measures," should be adopted by every 
city and town to which the epidemic can come. 

SlJientific chemists and experimenters, and all well-informed 
sanitary officers now agree that saturated solutions of copperas 
and c:nbolic acid are at once the best and cheapest disinfect
ants that can be used against cholera. 

-_ .. 

Preparing' Oxygen. 

We may call the attention of our reatilers to a process for 
preparing oxygen which is very simple and inexpensive. It 
was proposed some time ago, by Mr. Mallet, to take advan
tage of the well-known fact that subchloride of copper, when 
exposed to the air, absorbs a large quantity of oxygen, pro
ducing an oxychloride of the metal The latter when gently 
heated, readily parts with the oxygen which it has absorbed, 
and returns to its original condition. Thus, by alternate ex
posure to the air and heating, it can be made to play the part 
of an effective separator of oxygen from the atmosphere. 
We will now give a few details of the new process. 

PREPARATION OF SUBCHLORIDE OF COPPER.-This salt is 
prepared with moderate facility by digesting four parts of 
finely-divided metallic copper and five of the common black 
oxide of the metal in hydrochloric acid. Prolonged digestion 
is required in order to effect this object, to gether with the 
presence of a sufficient excess of acid. The whole is evapor. 
ated to dryness as quickly as possible, and the dry residue 
preserved for use. 

PREPARATION OF OxYGEN.-The subchloride of copper, pre
pared as above,is very finely powdered aIl;d intimately mixed 
with half its weight or rather more, of fine white sand. A lit
tle water is then added, and the mixture well agitated in a 
large vessel. After a few hours it will have absorbed all the 
oxygen from the air which it is capable of doing: and, when 
required for use, the mixture should be placed In a suitable 
gas-generating vessel, and gentle heat applied. Oxygen is 
then steadily given off in considerable quantity, and may be 
collected in the usual way. 

The residue in the retort, when moistened with water and 
exposed to the air as before, absorbs a fresh quantity of the 
gas, which may be obtained again by heating, and this suc
cession continued fOl'a considerable time.-Briti8h Jowrnal 
of P1wtography. 

... _ .. 

A TOBACCO POUCH W ANTED.-l\. correspondent from Mary
land, evidently an admirer of the" filthy weed/ wants in
ventors to conjUie up a better tobacco pouch than is to be 
found in the market. He says it should be neat and handy, 
having a mouth of metal, and should be so constructed as ttl' 
fiU a pipe without spilling the tobacco. 
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